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Remember:

Recycling
project!
Save your paper and glass
bottles for next term’s
recycling competition.

Going Up Ceremony
We said goodbye to
three of our cubs on
18 May as they were
given their going up
ceremony to enter
the world of scouts.
Matthew Olivier, Ean
Nothnagel and Keegan Rule have held a
special place in our
cub hearts and we
are sad to see them
go.

Tygerberg Hike
The cubs flexed
their walking muscles when they
went on a 4,8km
hike at the
Tygerberg Nature
Reserve on 5 May.
The 4,8km turned
out to be a bit further since we took
a wrong turn and
had to backtrack to
get back to our
planned route!

Jonkershoek Hike
On 15 April Kaa took a
number of senior cubs
on a strenuous hike at
Jonkershoek.
They spent the morning
exploring , picnicking and
cooling down in the
streams before taking the
long walk back to Kaa’s
bakkie.

Goodbye Kaa

After MANY years of serving
1st Durbanville as a cub leader, our beloved Kaa (aka
Gary Brookstein) resigned.
Both Adult leaders and cubs
were tearful as we said goodbye but the hope is that we
will see him very soon at
scouts.
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Link Badge Sleepover
One cub and two scouts
slept over at the Scout
Hall on 18 May as part of
the Link Badge requirements.
Ean Nothnagel, Chloe
Retief and Stephen
Carter were put through
their paces as they learnt
how to build their own
shelters and, more importantly, how to survive
the night in their self
made shelters despite the
cold.

New Leaping Wolf!

One of our cubs joined the
ranks of the Leaping Wolves
on 20 April as he was awarded his Leaping Wolf badge.
Matthew Olivier achieved this
pinnacle of success in his cub
career after months of dedicated hard word and perseverance.

New Sixers and Seconds
Four new sixers and seconds were awarded their
stripes on 25 May.
The newest sixers are:
Troy Stoffberg and Samuel
Higham. Our newest seconds are: Kara Nothnagel
and Reece Hiscock.
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New APS

New cub

A new Adult Leader recently joined the gang at 1st Durbanville.
Craig Botha was invested on 11 May and we are overjoyed to have him onboard. Our hope is to invest another two adult leaders, who have been helping out, within
the next few months.

Our latest cub recruit, Luke Le Roux, was
invested on 13 April. He is part of a long
line of scouts at 1st Durbanville… his dad,
brother and sister!

Fix the Hall Day

A mammoth “Fix the Hall Day”
was held at 1st Durbanville
Scout Hall on 19 May. Troop
Scouter, Ray Middleton, coordinated the tasks and the various
work parties.
Cubs, scouts and parents arrived in droves armed with
shovels and wheelbarrows to
take on the task of beautifying of
our scout hall and grounds.
Thanks to everyone who participated!

Campfire fun
As part of our entertaining unit in the cub
community challenge,
we held a cub campfire
complete with songs,
skits and much campfire banter on 25 May.

Anna Beulah Farm Outing
The term ended with a
delightful organic farm experience at the beautiful
Anna Beulah farm just
outside Durbanville.
The cubs participated in
an organic planting session
and also helped to feed
the farm animals.

More Cub fun!

